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I INTRODUCTION AND S_MARY
_- A. Introduction
The objec'_iveof this program was to develop an '_
understanding of the mechanisms controlling hypergolic propellant
reactive stream separation (RSS) and with that understanding develop
design criteria which will allow the design of high perfoming inj-
ectors free from both steady state RSS and cyclic propellant stream ,--.
separation ("pops"). This objective was accomplished through test
and analysis of single element injectors using principally N204/MMH
propellants. Injectors and test conditions were representative of
the Space Shuttle Orbit Maneuvering Engine and Space Tug applications.
The program consisted of four primary tasks:
r
Task I - Review of Existing Models and Experimental
Data
The Task I objectives were to: '
• Critique all existing models relating to RSS.
• Review and summarize a_l associated RSS data.
_ e Fomulate updated RSS model based on exist- ,
,_ ing data. '_
_ Task II - Detailed Program Plan Preparation
_. The Task II objective was the preparation of a
_ detailed program plan, i.e., the formulation of a detailed method of
._L approach to be taken for model testing and verification in subsequent
_ " tasks.j',
_ Task Ill - Definition of Governing Mechanisms
_,;_ The Task Ill objectives were to define the
._:_, _ mechanisms governing RSS, establish limits for RSS and "pops , and '_'_#_T:' to define appropriate models and included: ' _
]977022372-007
. I Introductionand Summary (cont.) (
m Design,fabricationand te_tingof two
: singleelementunlikedoublet;,_.iectors. _:_








Task IV - Verificationof GoverningMechanisms
The Task IV objectiveswere to:
• Establishoperatinglimitsfor RSS (and
("pops")for other injectortypes.
• VerifymechanismsgoverningRSS and the
appropriatephysicalmodelsresulting
' from the Task Illwork.
The Task IV effortincludedthe design,fabri-
cationand testingof tripletand self-atomizingplateletinjectors.
The term "self-atomizing"as ucad heremeans that a singlepropellant
providesthe atomization,eitherby self impingementor by impinqe-
ment with a surface.
B. Summary
I. Task I - Model and Data Review
r
Resultsof the Task I model revieweffortindic-
: ated thatneitherof the two existingblowapartmodels (JPLmodel and
-2-
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I Introduction and Sugary (cont.)
ALRC model) adequately described RSS nor' correlated the existing "
o RSS experimental data. New correlations were developed using hydrazine
data that showed that the chamber pressure, orifice diameter, and pro- '_:
pellant temperature exhibit controlling influences over blowapart. Four
regimes of reactive stream impingement were defined: (I) mixing, (2)
popping (cyclic blowapart), (3) low pressure separation (Pc _ Psatox )'
and (4) high pressure separation (Pc > 300 psia).
New model concepts of reactive impingement were
formulated on the basis of known hypergolic reaction mechanisms t_
account for all four modes. Hypergolic reaction was hypothesized to
occur either as, high enthalpy gas phase oxidation reactions, low
enthalpy surface reactions, fuel monopropellant gas phase reaction,
or liquid phase reaction. However, subsequently true liquid phase
reactions were deemed unlikely due to the reported immisibility of
_ Amine fuels and N204 and the observed lack of liquid phase mixing pro-
D duced by impinging streams of water and dyed water. Also, the fuel
monopropellant gas phase reactions hypothesis was subsequently shown
to be difficult to correlate with the observed RSS regimes. The mixing
regime was postulated to be controlled by gas phase reaction in that
_ mixing occurs under conditions of low gas phase concentrations. Popping
_:_ was postulated as a transition from the low enthalpy surface reaction
to the high enthalpy gas-phase reactions as observed for droplet igni-
-: tion. The low pressure mode of RSS was found to be due to flash vapori-
:> zation of N204. Originally, the high pressure mode of RSS was postu-
lated to be caused by recirculation gas heating of the fuel stream to
its decomposition temperature ahead of impingement. However, this
, concept was subsequently revised on the basis of Task III and IV
results.
" 2. Task II - Program Plan
The Task II Program Plan consisted of preparing
a detailed work plan which included all aspects of program planning, ,.T_
YL ' :
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I Introduction and Summary (cont.)
i.e., program approach, hardware requirements, test plan and analy-
tical requirements. This work was documented in Report 14186-DRL-l.
3. Task Ill - Definition of Governing Mechanisms \
i During the Task Ill testing the high pressure
(300-I000 psia, 2-7 x lO6 N/m2) mode of RSS was explored to define ,,
controlling mechanisms and verify the Task I model concepts. Also
regions of RSS for the unlike doublet injector element were mapped.
High speed (800 FR/sec) color movies were used to observe and de-
fine operating modes. Tests were run with two unlike doublet ele-
ments of differing impingement lengths to verify the high pressure
RSS model. Both the experimental results and Task I analytical cal-
culations showed recirculation gas heating to be inadequate to cause
RSS by monopropellant decomposition. Therefore, it was concluded that
other mechanisms are operative.
The high speed color movies showed that RSS
L
" occurs gradually as the chamber pressur_ is increased rather than
in a suddc. _tep change; at least with MMH and A-50 fuels. It was
also observeQ that the severity of RSS increases with increasing
chamber pressure, fuel velocity, and fuel temperature.
Exploratory impingement point temperature meas-
urements were made using a 0.020 inch (.051 cm) diameter thermocouple
probe to try to develop a better understanding of the reaction mechan-
isms. The probe results showed that the impinqement point temperature
increased with chamber pressure and injection velocity. The data showed
an apparent temperature discontinuity at a chamber pressdre of about
400 psia, (2.8 x I06 N/m2) corresponding to the MMH saturation tempera-
ture. The temperature jump was interpreted as a change in reaction
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D
It was concluded that surface reactions play
an important role in RSS and that both the photographic and the
temperature probing technique should be improved durine the Tas; iV I
testing to develop a clearer understanding of RSS, i
(
• 4. Task IV - Verification of Governing Mechanisms i
o i
The Task IV test results showed that the RSS i
is best correlated with a gas phase/surface reaction model. Ori-
fice hydraulics were found to significantly influence RSS. For
example, unlike doublet injectors using rounded or contoured orifice
inlets were found to suppress RSS at low injection velocities as
compared to sharp edged inlet orifices. Injector design correla-
tion equations which define the onset of RSS were developed for
a wide range of injector elements using both EDM and platelet ori-
fices.
, It was concluded that both gas phase and sur-
face reactions control RSS. The rate of the surface reaction appears
to be mixing limited rather than kinetically limited, as the propel-
• lants can react as fast as they can be put together, i.e., the reac-
•_ ,
_ tion time is much shorter than the mean contact time. Also based
on the Task IV analysis it appears that increasing the interfacial
_'_ surface area before impingement increases the surface reaction and
_:!;",_,_ hence RSS, For example, the data show a Reynolds number influence
"_ on RSS and also show that unlike impingement of self-atomized or
, pre-atomized streams promotes RSS.
'i' Several correlation equations were evaluated
_'_ during the proqram to relate RSS to injector design and operatinq
:_ parameters. The best correlation to date relates RSS to chamber
_. pressure and a dimensionless propellant reactivity parameter, R.
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I Introduction and SunBary (cont.)
square root of tlbeproduct of the fuel and oxidizer vapor pressures
: divided by the chamber pressure:
R : Re X #VF x Pvo/Pc(
0 (Complete nomenclature is contained in Appendix A) _,_
_
Using this parameter the onset of RSS can be characterized by a
ml;Iimumchamber pressure for RSS by the power form equation I_
P = a Rb
CRSS
where a and b are functions of injector design and, perhaps, pro-
pellant combination, as will be discussed in Section Ill. The ade-
quacy of the correlation can best be judged by referring to the data
plots and model curves as shown in Appendix B.
• Other correlation equations are currently
being evaluated in order to more completely characterize the varia-
bles which influence RSS.
II RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Results
The most significant res,altof this program was the _*
identification of the gas phase/surface reaction mechanism which con-
trois RSS. Injector design criteria which defined a critical chamber
pressure for those operating conditions above which RSS occurs were
developed from data correlations based on this mechanism. As defined
here a surface reaction is produced by the diffusion of the surround-
inq vapor (N204) to the liquid (fuel) surface causing an on-going reac-





[[ Results and Conclusions (cont.)
Significant effort was devoted to the development of
meaningful RSS correlations during the Tas_ IV effort. The final
: correlations are based on data from a parallel RSS study (Refo L5),
an OMS subscale study (Ref. 26) and the Zung data (Ref. 27) as well
as the data from this study.
A wide va:'ietyof RSS correlating parameters were
investigated and are tabulated in Appendix C, with the best corre-
lation being provided by plotting the chamber pressure versus a
dimensionless propellant reactivity parameter, R, as shown in Fig-
ure I. Additional data showing the model correlation are contained
in Appendix B. The reactivity parameter is the product of the fuel
orifice Reynolds number and the square root of the propellanL vapor
pressure products divided by the chamber pressure. As described in
Section VA, it is believed that the interfacial surface area at the
impingemen _ point controls RSS and that propellant stream properties
I are an important consideration. For example, increasing fuel stream
Reynolds number apparently increases the amount of surface reaction.
Curves defining RSS operating regimes are summarized in Figure 2
for a wide variety of injector elements and for MMH, A-50, and N2H4
fuels.
The degree of gas phase reacLion depends on the
amount of propellant vapor available, which depends on the propel-
Iant temperatures. Hence, increasing the propellant temperature
increases the anw)untof gas phase reaction. The chamber pressure
influences the qas-phase reaction through the propellant vapor con-
centrat._ns which increasewith pressure.
IL was found that tiJerounded inle+ long L/D ori-
fices used on thls study and the Rocketdyne study (Ref. 25) suppresses
RSS at low values of the Reactivity parameter, as compared to sharp
edged short L/D orifices. The chamber pressure at which RSS occurs
I is seen to be strongly dependent on the specific eleme_ type sug-
qesLing a stronq influence of hydraulics on _he inter-facial surface
-/_
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II Resultsand Conclusions (cont.)
areaat impinge_nt. In generalthe pre-atomizedtype of elementex-
hibitsthe earliestonset of RSS, viz, the like-on-likLdoublet
and plateletelements.
It was foundthat both the _H and A-50 rounded
inletdata can be correlatedwith the same curve. The influence




I. RSS occursin two modes dependingon chamber'
pressure: (1)surfacereactionmode - when fuelsaturationtemperature
is lessthan impingementzonetemperatureand (2) gas phase reaction
mode - when fuel saturationtemperatureis greaterthan impingement
zonetemperature.
2. The onset of RSS is controlledprimarilyby
the operatingchamberpressureand secondarilyby the propellant
reactivityand the amountof interfacialsurTacearea at impinge-
ment.
3. RSS doesnot occur discontinuouslybut rather
graduallywith severityincreasingwith chamberpressure.




6. lhe amountof interfacialsurfacearea at





III Results and Conclusions (cont.)
• 7. Unlike impingement of self-atomized or pre-
_ atomized propellant streams promote RSS through increased interfacial ,_
•_ surface area.
o,_
8. Contouring the orifice inlets of unlike im-
: . pinging streams can suppress RSS by reducing interfacial surface
area.
9. The mechanisms controlling pops were not
verified.
lO. RSS can be related to chamber pressure and
a propellant reactivity parameter, R. The minimum chamber pressure
for RSS can be specified by a power-form expression relating Pc to
R with coefficients and exponents a function of the injector design.
_ If. Further refinement of the RSS correlation
equations is desirable in order to more adequately account for
propellant stream influences on RSS.
Ill APPLICATION OF RESULTS
Injector design criteria were derived from the RSS data
correlations by fitting curves of the form:




:_ P = chamber pressure above which RSS will occur
'.;ep
I a = experimentally determined constant
b = experimentally determined constant !.
! =  pvox
1977022:372-015
Ill Application of Results (cont.) J
Ref = Fuel stream Reynolds Number _
Pox = N204 vapor pressure at the injection tempera-
ture
• pf = fuel vapor pressure at the injection tempera-
ture
The experimentally determined constants are summarized in
Table I. The chamber pressure above which severe RSS occurs is
found by selecting the applicable values of a and b from Table I
and calculating R from the propellant temperatures, orifice geo-
metry, and injection velocity. For example, given a like-on-like
injector using MMH and the following design and operation condi-
tions:
df = 0.025 in. (.064 cm)
.. Vf = 65 ft/sec (19.8 in/sec)
P = 125 psia (8.6 x lO5 N/m2) 1c
Tf = 70°F (294°K)
T = 70°F (294°K)
ox
' The fuel Reynolds nur,4beris:
Ref = of Vf df/l_f
where,
: _ ,,f : 54.5 Ib/ft3 @ 70°F (872.5 Kgm/m3 at 294°K) •





II! Application of Results (cont.) /_/
the ,,aporpressures are:
i I
• P = 15 @ 70°F (I.03 x lO5 N/m2 at 294°K)
C VOX _
Pvf = 0.75 @ 70_F (5.2 x lO 3 N/m2 at 294°K)
therefore,
Pvox Pvf/Pc = 0.0268





P = 125 (360)-0.05 = 93 psia (6.41 N/m2)
sep
RSS would be expected to occur at chamber pressures above this.
IV RECOMMENOATIONS
The following recommendations are made;
I. The injector design criteria developed here should be
'. " incorporated into the JANNAF DER performance program to indicate when
' an in.lectordesign is operating in an RSS mode.
2. New correlation data should be generated for unlike




3. The influence of Fuel type should be verified
using N2H4, A-50, and UDMH.
4. Large orifice diameter (.060 inch, .152 cm) unlike
doublets should be tested to determine mechanisms controlling pops.I
5. Experimental correlations between RSS severity
and performance loss should be generated using the experimental
techniques developed here and on the OMS Subscale Program (Ref. 26).
6. Additional refinement of the existing RSS correla-
tions should be attempted in order to more completely characterize
propellant stream/spray fan influences on RSS.
V TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
A. RSS Model
During Task Ill it was concluded that RSS was a surface
reaction controlled phenomena and that it could be correlated with
the Weber number. A Weber number model was constructed to explain
the observed pressure and velocity influence on RSS. The Weber
' number is the ratio of aerodynamic surface forces to the surface
tension forces acting on a liquid droplet or stream at shown in
Figure 3. It is used to characterize droplet breakup _ue to aero-
dynan_c force. A critical Weber number exists beyond which droplets
a:,)shed or stripped from the surface. It was postulated that RSS
would occur beyond the critical Weber number due to increased inter-
facial surface area and hence increased reactivity as a result of
jet shedding ahead of impingement.
Preliminary data plots showed good correlation1with
_he Weber number. However, Task IV testing showed the need to in-




V Technical Discussion (cont.)
influence. This was accomplished by modeling the fuel and oxidi'zer
vapor phase concentrations just ahead of impact as shown in Figure
4. It was assumed that the vapor phase _s in equilibrium with
the liquid phase such that the vapor phase concentration is des-
cribed by the vapor pressure as determined by the bulk propellant
• temperature. With this model increasing fuel temperature decreases
the vapor phase mixture ratio such that the vapor phase becomes
more reactive. The vapor phase mixture ratio is described by the
equation;
MP'vp = Pox MWox Tf/Pf MWf Tox
where:
P = oxidizer vapor pressure @ T psia
ox ox'
_ PF = fuel vapor pressure @ Tf, psia
_"
=
_ MWox oxidizer molecular wt.
p
MWf -- fuel molecular wt.
_ T -- oxidizer injection temperature, °R
ox
i. Tf = fuel injection temperature, °R
:_ As shown in Figure 5, the Weber number and propellant
vapor pressure parameters correlate the unlike doublet RSS data well.
However, correlations with other injector data were not as good and it
was necessary to re-examine the model to derive new correlation para-
meters.
_ The dependence of RSS on the Weber nun_beris due to
_. the stronq chamber pressure and injection velocity influence. It
_ was found during the Task IV cold flow experiments that the onset
of self-atomization and jet shedding depends on the Reynolds number
as well as the Weber number. For example, it was found that jet _




V Technical Discussion (cont.)
by sharp edged orifices as compared to 12 for jets produced by
contoured inlet orifices. This led to the realization that the
orifice geometry and the Reynolds number influence the inter- ,_
facial surface area.
The chamber pressure and fuel temperature dependence
suggests a gas phase reaction mechanism as described by the classi-
cal reaction rate equation;
d[_C_1
k C1m__ : _ C2ndt
where:
CI, C2 = concentration of reactants, (moles/cc)
k = rate constant
m,n : concentration exponent
For the classical gas phase reaction the reactant concentrations
are related to the partial pressure through the ideal gas law;
C1 = nllV = Pl/RT moles/cc
where:
nI = no. of moles of species l
" V = reaction volume, cc
Pl : partial pressure of species l, atm
i R = universal gas constant, atm/°K-mole/cc
T = gas temperature, °K
The concentration is related to the total pressure through the
I:
mole fraction;
C1 "- xI P/RT
• ,_,: -II- ;
!m
...... i °-_- i ,
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V Technical Dis:ussion (cont.)
where:
' xI = mole fraction of species l
_ Therefore, increasing chamber pressure increases the reaction
_ , rate and heat release rate in the gas phase through increased reac- :
tant concentrations. ; , _
am_
The fuel temperature also influences the gas phase
reactions through its effect on reactant concentrations. The partial
pressure of the reactants in the impingement zone are controlled pri-
marily by the propellant vapor press_Jres. If it can be assumed that
the propellant vapor is in equilibrium with the liquid phdse then
the vapor phase concentrations become direct functions of the pro-
pellant temperatures.
, The functional relationship between the reaction :
rate and the concentrations depend upon the specific reaction me-
chanism. For example, the hydrazine/nitrogen dioxide gas phase
reaction was found to exhibit two reaction steps depending on the
_ gas temperature (Ref. 13). In the lower temperature regimes
_ (T < 900°K) the step I reaction stoichiometry is;
_ N2H4 + NO2 ---- I/2 N2H4 + H20 + NO + I/2 N2
_ with the rate being controlled by the following hydrogen abstraction
reaction;
N2H4 NO2 N2H3, + --" + HONO
The complete reaction mechanism is given in Ref. 13 The rate _
_
equation is;









N2H4[ ] = Hydrazineconcentration
t
( [NO2] = nitrogendioxideconcentration ._
• , -26,700/RT
0 kI = 1015"83e '.!
2 !"
,- In the higher temperature regime (T > IO00°K) the step II i,
reactionstoichiom_tryis; r
w
"_ l/2 N2H4 +'NO---_H2O + N2
with the ratecontrolledby hydrazinedecomposition;
M
N2H4 _ NH2 + NH2
The step II reactionrate is;
T .
d [N2H4]/dt = - k2 [N2H4]
where;
= -3g,6OO/RT
_ k2 lOlO'17 e
The Step I reactionis more likelyto occur under
the relativelylow temperatureconditionsof reactivestreamimpinge-
ment. The functionalrelationshipbetweenthe propellantconcentra-
! tion and the reactionrate for the Step I reactionis:
?
d [N2H4]/dt = kI [PN2H4/RT] [PNo2/RT]
I = -kl/(RT)2 ][PN2H4] [PNo2
_! Therefore,it is expectedthat the propellanttemperatureinfluence
shouldbe correlatedwith a parametercontainingthe productof the
-16-
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fuel and oxidizer partial pressure (i.e., vapor pressure).
( The partial pressures were normalized by the chamber
(( pressure for correlation purposes. It was found that the best corre-
:( lation is obtained by plotting the chamber pressure versus the
product of the fuel Reynolds number and the square root of the ner-
malized partial pressure product.
B. Task I Model and Data Review
The results of the literature review and model criti-
que were the: (I) description of the problem, (2) tabulation and
evaluation of results of all prior _SS work, (3) critical evaluation
of two RSS models, (4) development of RSS data correlation for hy-
drazine fuel, and (5) development of new RSS model concepts. These
, I results are discussed in detail.
I. Problem Description
Popping and RSS are important design considera-
tions because they have been found to adversely affect performance
and stability. RSS has been observed to significantly reduce the
. performance of the following types of impinging injectors:
e Unlike Doublet
• Triplet
• • Like Doublet
Experimental test results from the various
OMSL,gine Technology programs have provided quantitative data of
th_ effect of RSS on performance caused by increasing the fuel temp-
eraLure frmn ambient tca level simulating operation with a fuel





V T_chnical Discussion (cont.)
ir_jector performance decreased almost linearly with increasing fuel
temperature. For example, as shown in Figure 6 the energy release
efficiency decreased from 2 to 5% as the fuel temperature was in- "_._
creased from 50 to 240°F with two ALRC subscale OMSunlike doublet
I injectors. Similar results were also obtained with the full scale
OMSunlike doublet injector.
Performance reductions due to RSS have been





The effect of RSS was lessened with increasing
chamber length and decreasing orifice size as shown in Figure 6.
RSS was noted with both N204/A-50 and N204/MMH propellants.
Random high amplitude short duration (less
than a millisecond) pressure and accelerometer disturbances were
observed with the N204/Amine fueled Apollo Spacecraft engines during
their development phase and more recently on some OMSdevelopment
engines. These disturbances, called pops, are undesirable because
they may trigger damaging combustion instability. In all of the
Apollo enqines the pops were eliminated or reduced to acceptable
levels through trial and error testing since there were no design
; criteria by which logical element or pattern changes could be made. .
._ The pops were qenerally attributed to random accumulation and mono-
propellant explosion of fuel pockets or zones caused by such thinqs
_ as poor element or pattern design, orifice flow instabilities (hy-






recentinvestigationsdemonstratethat th_ observedpops are related
to combustionphenomenaassociatedwith unlikehypergolicpropellant J
streamimpingement.For instance,it has been shown (Ref.I-5) '!i
{ that small localexplosionsof fueland oxidizer,ratherthanmono-
l( propellantfuel explosions,are the sourceof pop triggers. The pops i
_ and/orpop triggerscan upset enginestabilityby drivingthe feed
systemdynamicsand/orchamberacoustics.
This programwas undertakenbecausethe mechan-
isms controllingpops and RSS were not thoroughlyunderstoodsuch
thatmeaningfulinjectordesigncriteriacould be developed.The
first taskwas to criticallyreviewthe prior relatedwork to
developa rationalstartingpoint. The resultsof this task are
discussedbelow.
2. LiteratureReview
A summary of the literature review is contained
in Appendix D. The key finding of each investigator is summarized
under the commentsheading. A summaryof the rangeof parameters
coveredin these studiesis shown in Table II.
Past investigationshad (1) identifiedfour
operatingregimesfor hypergolicstreamimpingement,(2)demon-
stratedtechniquesof identifyingand measuringRSS and pops,
i (3) identifiedmany of the designand operatingparametersinflu-
encingRSS and pops, (4) provideda multitudeof RSS and pop data,
i _ " and (5) postulatedtwo theoreticalmodelsfor the predictionof one
or more of the reactiveimpingementregimes.
i
_ Experimentalstudieshad identifiedfouropera-
tinq regimesfor reactivestreamimpinq_mnt as illustratedin Figure
I. The occurrenceof these regimeswas found to be dependenton many
i -19-
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V Technical Discussion (c..),." '
; engine operating and design parame_r, The conditions found to be
_on_l_civeto the occurrence qf _ _ :;_:eratingregime are listed
i;_Figure 7, although a quantit_'_:_ description of these operating
f-,_:_imeswas found to be la,:_r
0 The ,,!,,_ng sensing techniques had been
g








• Photographic techniques provide a qualitative
measure of the reactive stream flow characteristics and were used
in the first reported evidence of stream separation (Ref. 6_. High
speed movies were also ir._trumentalin the identification of cyclic
blowapart of single doublet elements (Refs. 2, 3, 5 and 7). The
performance measurement technique with conventional chambers provided
a psuedo-quantitativemeasurement oF stream s_paration by comparing
the performance of a system whlle varying the parameter which in-
fluences stream separation (Ref. 8). For example, the decrease i_
performance with increasing fuel temperature resulted presumably from
increasinq reactive stream separation. Performance measurements with
a baffle chamber provided more conclusive quantitative measurement
and was capable of identifyi1,gthe mixed, separated, and penetrated
Flow reqimes (Ref. 9). The Pc and acce|erometer measurements have
been used to identify the "popping" regime (Refs. I, 3, 5, and 9).
Finally, the mass _pectrometer and thermocouple measurement techniques
wfre used to measure the mixture ratio distribution downstream of the
r(_activestream impingement providing a quantitative measuremen_ ef
the reactive stream mixing process (Ref. II).
-2F)-
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V rechni( ,11 L)i',Lu'-,sion (L_)nl..) 1
[L was concluded that. photographic techniques
" couid best be used to define RSS mechanisms because the flow _,eld i"
can be maqnified for close examinatior, i
'i0 !• 3. Model Review and Critique
_' The JPL mode1 and ALRC model were the only
models reported in the literature for predicting the occurrence of ,
RSS and pops. Each of these models were reviewed and checked for
accuracy using the accumulated RSS data.
a. JPL Model
The first model is that developed by
Kushida and Houseman (Ref. 12) of the JPL. Tt postulates two
regimes of RSS, (I) a low pressure separation due to liquid phaseI
. _ ._ reactions, and (2) a high pressure separation due to gas phase
reactions. The model defines the regimes of mix and separation in
terms of the chamber pressure, propellant temperature, and impinge-
ment contact time (D/V) as shown in Figure 8.
The low-pressure-separationcondition
I_ was postulated to occur when the liquid phase reactions heat the
:;, propellants to the bubble point. This condition exists when:
_ Tp. -, TB
where:
, Tp. -- propellant temperature at the impinnement
_, 1 point
: TI_ : propellant boilinq ten,perature i
I)
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Although Kushida does not develop this - -
portion of the model in detail in the literature, it can be done
as follows. Tp. is determined by the liquid phase heat release
rate and the co_tact time within the impingement zone.
!
i
= + aTp _TPi TPo
where:
Tp = propellant injection temperature
o
ATp = temperature rise due to liquid phasereactions
ATp = Q tr MR/MH Cp
Q = liquid phase heat release, K cal/sec-mole
oxidizer
MR = mass of propellant reacted, moles
o MH = mass of propellant heated, moles
C = specific heat of propellant, cal/mole-°K
P
tr = contact time, sec.
using"
C = 23 cal/mole-°K for hydrazine
P
Q : 83 x 103 kcal/sec-moleof oxidizer*
ATp = 3.6 x lO6 °K/sec x tr x MR/MH
:; the averago contact time is:
tr = D/V
where:
, _.. I) = jet diameter, feet
_. V -- jet velocity, ft/sec
_i *Kush-ida"s'-reportedvalue of 83 kcal/sec-r,ole of oxidizer is in error.
_ -22-
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.
To calculate ,Tp requires that the ratio MR/MH be assumed. Al-
though Kushida does not report the value used it was calculated _,_
to be about 0.27 as follows: Figure 8 shows separation is pre-
(
dicted to occur below pressures of about 38 psia (2.6 x I05 N/m2) fori
a contact time of 40 _ sec and 40_F (278°K__._)propellants. Using................
this contact time and the N204 saturation temperature at 38 psia
(2.6 x lO5 N/m2), the assumed ratio of MR/MH is about 0.27.
The second mode of stream separation
is postulated to occur at high pressure due to gas phase reactions
at the propellant stream interface. The interface is modeled as
a stable gas film separating the liquid streams. The rate of fuel
and oxidizer transport into the film is presumed to be limited
by vaporization. The reaction film thickness is determined by a
momentum balance on the reaction volume. Using a hydrazine/N204
reaction mechanism and rate reported by Sawyer and Glassman (Ref.
13) Kushida is able to develop a relationship between the contact
time (D/V) and the pressure throuqh the gas density.
Separation is postulated to occur if:
D/V - 35 (lO0/P)-I'5
where:
P = chamber pressure, psia
• The weakness of this model is that it assumes the existence of a
stable gas film with laminar flow at the contact point. Recent
cold flow and reactive impingement experiments (Refs. 3, 4, and 5)
show the impinqement process to be highly unstable and cyclic in
nature.
!
The RSS/pop data summarized in Appendix
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to check the Kushida model. It is evident that the model does not ..
adequately correlate the mix and separation regimes.
b. ALRC Model
{
I The second model, developed by Lawver
(Ref. I) of ALRC, describes regimes of mix, pop, and separation _
for reactive stream impingement as well as describing inter-
element spacing requirements for preventing coupling of single-
element pops with adjacent element sprays. Reactive stream impinge-
ment is postulated to be controlled by liquid-phase reaction kine-
tics and mixing. The onset of stream separation is postulated to




" _RES = D/V
and:
,. = y eE/RT
lgn
Y = reaction rate constant
E = activation energy
R = Universal gas constant
_ T = Propellant temperature
The pops are postulated to be due to the ignition of well-mixed fuel
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: For a complete derivation see Reference I.
•
:_ The regimes of mix, pop, and separation
are defined by plotting (I/T) versus (D/V) as illustrated in Figure
lO.
Using this model of reactive stream
impingement, a stream separation parameter, I, was defined such
thaL"
I : (_ign)SEP/(T ign)
where:
(_ign)SEP : ignition delay at separation limit
I. = ignition delay as determined by fuel
lgn temperature
A large set of Apollo engine pop data,
in the lO0-150 psia pressure range, were correlated with this para-
meter (Ref. l) to define regimes of engine popping. The data corre-
• lations showed that most engines operate within the regime of ele-
ment popping, therefore, it became necessary to prevent ,nter-
element coupling to eliminate the engine pops. On the basis of
high speed movies (Ref. 2) which showed the element pcps to be
: highly localized explosions it was theorized that the pops behave
as spherical blastwaves in which the pressure decays rapidly with
distance. With this theory it was possible to develop the following
r_ ment spacing parameter.
D = R/S i
• _ -25- .i
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where:
R = 49.2 (Df/Pcl/3) in.
Df = fuel orifice diameter
( Pc chamber pressure
' S = element spacing, in.
m
See Ref. I for a complete development. Coupling occurs when:
D >1.2
Application of this spacing criteria
to the Apollo SPS lOS injector (Ref. l) eliminated the popping.
The RSS data tabulated in Appendix A
were plotted on the (I/T) versus (D/V) coordinates to check the
Lawver theory. The results showed poor correlation especially at
higher pressures. The atmospheric pressure data are shown in
t
Figure II. It is evident that this model does not adequately
define the mix, pop, and separate regimes.
The model's failure to adequately corre-
late the various regime does not invalidate its ability to accurately
predict pop coupling. The pop blastwave couplinq model merely states
that given a regime of element popping, coupling will or will not
occur given certain conditions of chamber pressure, element size
I
and spacing. The successful application on the Apollo lOS and
the ALRC OME engine studies is ample verification.
Since neither the Kushida or Lawver
models adequately correlate the operating regimes it was desirable
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4. [)cve.lop.me_n_to.f.D.a_ta_C_orrelaticns
lhe data gerleratedby the following inv(,sti-
gators were tabulated for computerized data analysis:
(
(9. . • Lee and Houseman (Ref. 5)
• Zung and White (Ref. 27)
• Nurick and Cordill (Ref. 4)
A computer program was written to summarize the
data and to calculate and plot correlation parameters. The computer
listing and data summaries are included in Appendix D. Of all the
correlations plotted the factors providing the best correlation
are:
I • Chamber Pressure
I
-. • Orifice Diameter
• Propellant Temperature
Tnese factors were found to exhibit the con-
trolling influence over the occurrence of the mix, pop, andj.
separation regime_.
The data were used to construct correlation "
plots to define the first order controlling parameters This
_ was done by plotting the data versus several parameters including:
' i
• I/Tf vs __(D/V)f
• Pc vs. Df
• P/D vs. Tf
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e P/D2 vs. T
• Pc vs. I/Vf
• P vs. T
C
_" The limits of occurrence of RSS and popping
were observed to be primarily dependent on the chamber pressure
and orifice diameter. The orifice diameter was found to exhibit
an overwhelming influence on the pop limit as shown in Figures
12 and 13. These plots also indicate the existence of two distinct
modes of RSS for hydrazine; a high-pressure mode and a low-pressure
mode as previously reported by Zung (Ref. 3). The low pressure
mode is associated with N204 boiling which prevents stream pene-
tration and mixing. The second mode of RSS occurs at pressures
above 300 psia (2.1 x 106 N/m2). Modeling of this RSS mode is
discussed in the subsequent section.
In summary the data correlations showed four
distinct modes of reactive stream impingement for hydrazine fuel;
• Mixing
• Popping
e Low Pressure RSS (Pc < Psat ox)
• Hiqh Pressure RSS (Pc > 300 psia, (2.1 x
lO6 N/m2)
5. New Model Concepts
A new model of reactive stream impingement
was formulated through the exc,;linationof the new RSS data correla-
tions and re-examination of the physical and chemical processes in-
: volved. The new model presumes four regimes of reactive impingement
as identified by the data correlations: (1) mixing or penetration,
; (2) popping (cycl:c blowapart) (3) low pressure separation, and (4)
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t. be a consequence of the complex reaction mechanisms of the N204/
Amine propellants. Hypergolic reaction has been observed to occur
in four basic modes:
• High enthalpy gas-phase oxidation
reaction
• Low enthaIDy surface reactions
• • Monopropellant decomposition
• Liquid phase reactions
However, it is believed that liquid phase reactions are not a
factor in RSS since true liquid-phase reactions have been ob-
served only with dilute mixtures of N204 and N2H4 (Ref. 14).
They are not likely to occur under reactive stream impingement
conditions due to the immiscibility of the propellants and the
apparent low degree of liquid/liquid mixing observed with cold
flow liquid stream impingement. Also, it has been subsequently
determined, based on the Task Ill work, that the postulated mono-
propellant decomposition model of RSS is incorrect (See Section
V.C.2).
During the proposal phase high speed color
movies were taken of cold flow stream impingement using streams of
water and dyed water in an effort to more fully understand the im-
. pingement process. It was found that impingement is cyclic in nature
due to the normal streak breakup processes. The formation of surface
waves is evident in the film sequence. The stream breakup process is
_ controlled by the stream hydraulic and interfacial forces.
_: Examiration of the movie sequence showed the
,,xisl.enceof distinct globs of water and dyed water indicating a lack
I (_Fliquid-phase mixing Therefore nonreactive impinnement of miscible
_ _- fluids appears to be dominated by interfacial forces. Likewise reac-
IC
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i
dominated by interfac;al forces. Extensive liquid-phase mixing is i
not expected. This conclusion was also reached by Breen et. al.,
(Ref. 17), on the basis of reactive tests. Also reaction kinetic data
derived from N204/N2H4 stream impingement dat_ (Ref. 18) were found to
agree well with the gas kinetic data of Sawyer and Glassman (Ref. 13).
This observation along with that of Weiss, et al., (Ref. 19) showing
N204/N2H4 to be immiscible led Breen to the conclusion that the reac-
| tion between liqqid surfaces may be controlled by vapor phase kine- --
tics.
Evidence in support of this theory is provided
by the results of the hypergolic impingement experiments of Rodriguez
(Ref. 20) meant to measure liquid phase reaction rate. The measured
heat release rates reported by Rodriguez would suggest that _IH is
more reactive than N2H4 which seemingly conflicts with other im-
pinqement test results which had indicated N2H4 to be more reactive. _
However, his results are reasonable if in fact a gas-phase reaction
is measured. A rather clear correlation is provided by comparing
the vapor pressure tc the measured heat release rate as shown in
Table Ill. These data show that the measured heat release rate in-
creases with the fuel vapor pressure and show the MMH to be more
reactive than the N2H4.
Hypergolic surface reactions were first des-
cribed by Lawver during a study of N2H4 droplet combustion (Ref. 21).
Droplet ignition was observed to occur through a surface reaction
which produces a white milky substance on the droplet surface which "
has since (Ref. 21) been identified as ammonium nitrate. Ignition
_ proceeds by surface reactions which heat the liquid fuel to the iqni- •
tion point as shown in Figure 14. At the ignition point the reaction
: changes from the surface to that of a droplet diffusion flame.
In a la_er study Zung (Ref. 22) characterized
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surface reaction phenomenon. Ignition was found to be a transition
from low enthalpy surface reaction to high enthalpy vapor phase reac-
tion as illustrated in Figure 14. Zung found the ignition point
to depend on the N204 concenCration and the N2H4 temperature, as
shown in Figure 15.
_0
At N2H4 temperatures below 107_F, ignition
(i.e. transition from surface reaction to diffusion flame) is 1
" controlled by diffusion of N204 vapor to the liquid N2H4 surface. I'
At temperatures higher than this, ignition is controlled by vapor
phase kinetics. Above 187°F ignition is influenced by N2H4 decom-
position kinetics.
• It was concluded that RSS and popping are
dominated by surface and gas phase reactions and that liquid phase
reactions are not important. Controlling reaction mechanisms were
postulated for each of the four impingement regimes as illustrated
.. ' in Figure 16. The pop was postulated to be a consequence of the
transition from a low enthalpy surface reaction mode to a high
enthalpy gas-phase reactlon mode with attendant ignition of explo-
sive intermediates formed during the pre-ignition phase. The transi-
tion is a consequence of self-heating by the surface reactions. The
heat-up time and the amount of heating both depend on the orifice
size. Small orifices produce smaller ligaments which can heat toi
: _ the ignition point before appreciable amounts of intermediates are
_ formed. They also restrict the contact time (i.e., heat-up time).
i l_argerjets produce correspondingly larger ligaments which allows
' _ufficient self-heating and intermediate accumulation to produce pops.
i The seIF-heatinq by surface reaction is controlled by the volume to
surface ratio and is therefore a function of the orifice diameter.
_ Stream mixing was postulated to occur when the
orifice diameter is sufficiently small to prevent pops or when the
[.,_ pressure is sufficiently high to _uppress transition From surface ;
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Low-pressure RSS occurs when the N204 temp-
erature exceeds its saturation temperatures. The resultant two-
phase stream enhances surface and/or gas phase reactions which pre- ,,_
i vent interdispersion of propellant droplets.
i
High-pressure RSS was postulated to be a con- _
sequence of monopropellant decomposition of the fuel vapor due to _
recirculation gas heating of the fuel stream ahead of impact. The
resultant decomposition would produce gas-phase reactions upon con-
tact with the oxidizer stream and the separation would be controlled
by the fuel vapor pressure. However,subsequent analyses and data
from the Task Ill effort indicates the recirculation gas heating
Lo be nf negligible consequence over the range of injection para-
meters surveyed.
POSTLILATEDPOP MECHANISMS
: Previous studies had identified the following pop charac-
teristics:
• Cyclic nature
" • Explosions originate close to impingement point
• Explosions emit high velocity blastwaves
• Explosions have been classified as to their
;, strength
• Frequency of occurrence and strength depends on
diameter, D/V, and fuel properties
Nurick and Cordill (Ref. 4) suggested the possibility that
the explosions may be due to either ignition by impact of explosive
intermediatesor ignition of mixed propellants. The possibility of
iqnition of shock-sensitive intermediates by impact was shown to be
unlikely since the calculated impact forces for typical stream velo-
LiLies are orders of magnitude lower than that required for detona-
tion. For instance the maximum impact enerqy for a 0.040 in. diameter
-32-
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jet ,_t 5{) ft/_f,(- velocity is 43 x I0 -8 ft-lb. A minimum of 4-ft-lb
is required (Ref. 16) to detonate the intermediates. Also it was ob-
served that the popping frequency and strength decrease with increasinq '_'
velocity which is the inverse of that expected for an impact ignition
mechani sin.
It was postulated during the proposal phase that the explo- ,,,
sions may also be triggered by compression of the gas bubbles formed
as a result of the surface reactions. Adiabatic compression of the
gas bubbles by liquid stream impact could produce sufficiently hioh
temperatures to trigger the explosive intermediates. This process
would be expected to be highly random in nature. This mechanism was
not experimentally investigated because it is believed that the explo-
sions are most likely due to ignition by hypergolic self-heating
through interfacial surface reactions as described above, This mechan-
ism was not investiqated.
_'_ POSTULATEDHIGH PRESSURERSS MECHANISM
The Task I data correlations showed that high pressure RSS
occurs above 300 psia for N204/N2H4. It was also noted that the N2H4
• saturation temperature (450°F) at this pressure coincides with the
N2H4 vapor decomposition temperature (Ref. 15). This observation
suggested a monopropellant decomposition mechanism for high-pressure
RSS. It was postulated that RSS could occur as illustrated in Figure
. 17 by recirculation gas heating of a significant portion of the N2H4
to its saturation temperature prior to impact. When the saturation
. temperature exceeds 450°F (506°K) then monopropellant decomposition
occurs causing RSS, as illustrated in Figure 17. At 300 (2.1 x 106
? N/m2) psia this would result in monopropellant decomposition of
i. the N2H4 thus preventing stream mixing. Extendinq the theory to
_' other fuels would suggest that separation with _H and A-50 would
(_c(:u_'at higher chamber pressure due to their higher vapor pressures




Itwas decidedto analyticallyverifythis theoryduring i
the contractTask I effort. The resultsof the modelingpresented
in the followingsectionindicatesinadequateheatingof the free
streamto heata significantportionof the fuel streamto the '_
saturationtemperature.The analyticalresultswere experimentally
v_rifiedin Task Ill by testingwithelementshavingdifferent
free streamlengths(i.e.,differentimpingementdistance).
The recirculationgas heatingof the free-streamwas modeled
as illustratedin Figure18. Combustionrecirculationgas heats the
surfacefilm of fuel to the boilingpoint in the free-streamahead
of impact. The resultantsurfacefilmmonopropellantdecomposition
preventsinter-propellantstreammixing.
The fuel streamliquidtemperatureand fuel vapor tempera-
turewere calculatedusing the heatand mass transferequationsdev-
elopedby Priem in NASA-TR67for dropletvaporization.A cross-
sectionof the fueljet illustratedin Figure18 shows the vapori- i
m
zationmechanism. Also shown are the typicaltemperatureprofiles
for fuel vaporizationwith and withoutmonopropellantdecomposi-
tionof the fuelvapor. The influenceof the decompositionis to
increasethe heat flux to the dropletby steepeningof the tempera-
ture gradient. The equationsdescribingthe heat and mass transfer
are also shown in Figure18. Theseequationswere computercoded
fJr a finitedifferencecalculation.The classicRanz-Marshall
correlationwas used for fuel vaporizationwithoutdecomposition
and a predictedNusseltnumberwhich accountsfor decompositionwas
used for the caseof monopropellantdecomposition.A computer'listing
is includedin AppendixD.
The computerresultsindicatethatfor a hydrazinefree-
jet lengthof 4 L/D's injectedat 50 ft/sec(15.2m/sec)the liquid
temperaturerisewould be on the order of only !O°F (5.6%)for jets
l
from .027to .060inches(.069to .152cm) diameterat 300 psia






"_. mass would be expectedto vaporizeprior to impingement.These
calculationsindicatethat insufficientpre-impingementheating
occursto heat the fuel streamto the saturationtemperature.
Thus it was conc'udedthat free-streamheatingby recirculation
gas does not cont_'olhigh pressureRSS. Subsequentexperiments
supportthisconclusion. However,recirculationheatingmay in-
, creasethe freejet boundarylayertemperaturearidresult"inmore
dropletsheddingdue to increasedWeber numberH,Jeto lowerjet
• boundarysurfacetensionand add to gas generation.




bution,(2) Separation- impingementresultsin non-uniformspray
fieldmixtureratiodistributionwith fuel and oxidizerstriations,
_. (3) Pentration- impingementresultsin non-uniformsprayfield
mixtureratiodistributionwith fueland oxidizer"shootthrough",
and (4) Popping- Impingementresultsin randomor cyclicexplosion
of sprayfield producingblowapartawldblastwaves.
(2) Two regimesof RSS exist,a high pressuremode
(Px > 300 psia (2.1x lO6 N/r?)for hydrazine)due to reactivestream
bIowapartand a low pressuremode (Pc < Psatox) due to oxidizerboil-ing.
(3) The operatingand designfactorsexhibitingthe
• greatestinfluencecb_RSS and poppingwith hydrazinefuelare: (1)
chamberpressure,(2) orificediameter,and (3) propellanttemperature.
(4) Neitherthe Kush_da(JPL)or the Law.erRSS





(5) RSS appearedto be relatedto four possible
mechanismsof hypergolicreaction;(1) highenthalpygas-phasereac-
tion, (2) low enthalpysurfacereactions,(3)monopropellantdecom-
position,and (4) liquidphasereactions. High pressureRSS was
{ concludedto be a resultof monopropellantreaction,however,Task III
" _ and IV testingshow this not to be case. It was also _oncludedthat
r_
liquidphase reactionsare not importantdue to the predominanceof -
surfacereactionsand lackof liquidphasemixing.
C. Task Ill - Definitionof GoverningMechanisms
Duringthe Task Ill efforttwo unlike
doubletinjectorelementswere designed,fabricated,and tested
in a photographictestchamberwith fourGN2 cooledquartzwindows.
The injectionelementswere identicalexceptfor impingementlength
which was variedto testthe monopropellantdecompositionRSS model
formulatedin Task I.
High speedmoviesof reactivestream
impingementwere takenover the pressurerangeof lO0-1000psia
(6.89- 68.9N/m2). It was observedthat; (1) photographicclarity
decreasedwith increasingchamberpressure,(2) RSS was not sensitive
to impingementlengthfor the rangetested (0.160- 0.060 inches
.406- .152cm), (3) RSS occursgraduallyas pressureis increased
fromlO0-1000psia (6.89- 68.9 N/m2) and that RSS severityin-
creaseswith chamberpressure,fuelte_perature,and injectionvelo-
city,and (4) RSS severitydependson fuel composition- MMH separates
at a lowerchamberpressureand at lowerpropellanttemperaturethan
doesA-50.
A temperatureprobe technique_vasused i
to measureimpingementpoint reactiontemperaturerise. A discon-
tinuityin the impingementpointtemperaturerise as chamberpressure
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I. Task IIITest Objectivesand Conditions
v
lhe two unlikedoubletinjectorelements
were testedover the rangeof parameterslistedin Table V in an
effortto determinethe mechanismscontrollingRSS. The injectors,
( test chamber,and test setupare describedin detail in Section
( V,E.
_( • j
The Task III test objectivesand resultsare )
• includedin Table V. A detailedtestconditionlog was maintained
and is includedin AppendixB. The test datawere storedin
a computer data file for easymanipulationand correlation.A
listingof the reduceddata is includedin AppendixE.
The objectivesof the first seriesof tests
(#101-106)were to verifyproperteststand operationand to
check the photographicequipment. The tests showedthat the back-
lightingintensitywas too brightand that the test standfunctioned
._ as required. Examinationof the movie picturesshowedthe unlike
doubletto be separatedat all of the conditionstested. Separa-
tion is definedas the appearanceof unmixedoxidizerin the spray
fieldevidencedby cloudsof dark brownNO2. Althoughdensitygrad-
ientsbetweenthe coldwindowpurge gas and the hot combustiongas
obscureddetailin the impingementzone at the higherpressures,the
sprayfieldoperatingmode was readilydiscernible.
The backlightwas modifiedprior to the next
' test seriesto improvephotography.A sheetof polorizedfilter
paperand a sheetof groundglasswere placedbetweenthe Fresnel
) lenseand the test chamberto reducethe backlightingintensityend ,
i to eliminateparallellightfrom +he quartzlamp. i
_ The next seriesof tests (#!07-111)were run
_; at lowerpressuresto determinethe pressurelimitof RSS. The onset
.)i_--) of RSS was found to occur betweenI00 and 150 psia (6.89and 10.3 x





developedin Task I had predictedseparationat about 400 psia
(2.75x lO6 N/m2) with MMH. RSS was foundto graduallyworsenwith
increasingpressure.The densitygradientsproducedby the GN2 .,:
purgewere still visiblebut theirintensitywas found to decrease
with pressure. Good, clear pictureswere obtainedat the lower
pressures(100-200psi, 6.89-13.78x 105 N/m2).
The nextset of tests (#I12-123)were run
with A-50 to determinethe influenceof fuel vapor pressureon RSS.
The hot gas recirculationodel had predictedthatA-50 would
separateat 500 psia (3.44x lO6 N/m2) as comparedto 400 psia J
(2.75x lO6 N/m2) for I_H. The data showedambienttemperature
A-50 to separateat about 200 psia (!3.78x I05 N/m2) as compared
to about 150 psia (I0.3x lO5 N/m2) for the MMH. The increasein
separationseveritywith pressureis readilyapparentin Figure19
which showsa seriesof singlemovie framesfrom successivetests ._
at increasingchamberpressures. Test No. 117 was run at a lower
injectionvelocityto determineits influenceon RE3. The movie
filmshows notablyless separationat the lowervelocity(88 ft/sec,
26.8m/sec)than at the nominalvelocity(125ft/sec,38.1m/sec.
The nextseriesof tests (No.124-132)were
run with theshort impingementlengthdoubletto determinethe
influenceof recirculationgas heatingon RSS. The Task I model
had indicatedthat RSS shoulddependon impingementlength.The
movie data do not show any discernibledifferencein separation
characteristicsbetweenthe long impingement(0.160in., .406cm)and
the short impingement(0.060in., .152cm) doubletelements.
: Test Numbers134-138were run with heated
fuelover the pressurerangeof I00-250psia (6.89- 17.2x I05 N/m2).
The moviesshowa pronm,ncedworseningof separationwith increased
fueltemperature.This influenceis demonstratedby the movie frames
shownin Figure20. Also shown in Figure20, is the thermocouple !





_, The onset of separationwas foundto occur at lO0 psia (6.89x
lO5 N/m2) with 200°F (367°K)MMH.
L The final Task Ill test set (No.139-152)was
run with ambienttemperaturepropellantsand the thermocoupleprobe
mount-das shown in Figure20. Initially,a O.OlO in. (.0254cm)
• dia. thermocoJplewas used, however,it lackedsufficientmechanical
strengthto remainin a fixedposition. Itwas discardedfor a
• more rigid 0.020 in. (.0508cm) dia. thermocouple.The movies
indicatesome disruptionof the impingementby the thermocouple
particularlyat the lowervelocityconditions,however,the temp-
eraturedata are reasonablyconsistentand orderly. The temperature
probingtechniqueappearedto offer significantquantitativedata
on impingementpoint heatingand thereforewas improvedand used
duringthe Task IV testing. These temperaturedatawere used to
correlatepropellantstreamtemperaturerise, AT, to fuel Weber
.. numberand is thoughtto contributeto RSS.
_p
2. Task Ill Interpretationof Test Results
The impingementprocesswas observedto be
cyclicin nature in both the mixed and separatedmodes.Although
C detailedfrequencymeasurementswere not made=,the characteristic
frequenciesappearedto correspondto the frequenciesobservedin
cold flow suggestingthat the cyclicnatureis characteristicof the
ligamentsheddingprocess. Energeticcyclicblowapart(i.e.,popping)
was not observedon any of the test. The Task I data correlations
would indicatethatnone shouldhaveoccurredwith the smallorifice
., diameterused.
_ The RSS data for bothMMH and A-50 fuelswere
_.: plottedon the pressureversustemperaturescalesas shown in Figure '
2 for comparisonwith the Task I data correlationspreviouslydis-
1
_ ,_, playedin Figures12 and 13. It is noted that the A-50 separates
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separatesdecreaseswith increasingfuel temperature.The N2H4
dataof Zung (Ref.27) did not reflectan influenceof inlet
: temperatureon high pressureRSS.
Listedin TableIVare the predictedand
( measuredRSS pressurelimitsfor ambienttemperatureMMH and A-50.
'C Also includedis Zung'sN2H4 data for reference.The pressure
C limitswere predictedor the basisof the recirculationgas heating
model developedin Task I. "Themodel statesthat separationshould
occurat the pressurecorrespondingto the fuelvapor pressureat
450°F,the vapor phase decompositiontemper'ature.It is seen that
the pressurelevelsdo not agree and that the trend in fuel type
is correctfor i_H and A-50 but not for N2H4. In view of this
and the fact that the analyticalcalculationshad indicatedin-
'_ , sufficientheating,the hot gas recirculationmodel does not
appearvalid.
The experimentallymeasured(Ref.20) heat
releaseratesand the onset of RSS as shownon Table Vl would
7 .
seem to indicatea correlationbetweenRSS and propellantreacti-
vities,as measuredby the heat releaserates. This dependenceon
propellantreactivitywas experimentallyobservedby notingthat
the impingementpoint temperaturewas found to dependon the chamber
pressureand the propellantvelocity. These influencesappearedto
be accountedfor by addingthe propellantstreamdynamichead to
: the chamberpressureas shown in Figure22. Also includedin Figure
22 are the saturationtemperaturelinesfor N204 and MMH. There
appearsto be two modes of RSS as evidencedby a step changein
I
temperature.The temperaturediscontinuityis believedto be indi-
cativeof a changein reactionmechanismas suggestedby the popping
regimemechanismdescribedin SectionIV.B.3. It is believedthat
low enthalpysurfacereactionsheat the propellantsto their satura-
tion temperaturesand that when the fuelsaturationtemperatureis
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!
It was also thought that the onset of visual separation might occur
when the impingement point temperature exceeds the N204 saturation
temperature. However, as indicated in Figure 22 this was not found
to be true u_ there are mixed conditions above the N204 saturationi
temperature. It was concluded that the onset of RSS could not be
correlatedwith impingement point temperature rise alone.
#,
The low enthalpy surface controlled reaction "-
was expected to be primarily a funct¢on of the propellant inter-
facial surface area at the point of impact which is expected to
be related to propellant stream turbulence level or Reynolds number.
A dependence of impingement point AT on fuel Reynolds number (Ref)
up to the point of transition from low to high enthalpy reaction
was found • Beyond the transition there was no dependence of
impingementpoint ATi on Re . Examination of the movie film brought
the realization that a free jet may also experience self-atomization
prior to impingement, thus influencing the effective surface area
' I
-- " " at impact. The self-atomization of a free stream is characterized
by the ratio of aerodynamic to surface tension forces as described
by the Weber number. The impingement point temperature rise was
i
plotted versus the fuel and the oxidizer Weber number as shown in !
! Figure 23. There appeared to be some dependence of ATi on Weber
number. It is noted that the temperature transition occurs beyond i
the critical Weber No. which signifies the onset of self atomization
and increased surface area. It was noted that the occurrence of
i visual RSS was also correlated by the critical Weber number.
:
+
The following conclusions were drawn from the
Task Ill results:
i (1) The GN2 window purge produces visible qas
density gradients which obscure the spray field at higher pressures.
Consequently Task IV tests were conducted both with helium purge
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V Technical Discussion (cont.) I
(2) The proposed monopropellant decomposition
model of RSS is incorrect.
'_T
(3) RSS depends on surface reactions.
(4) RSS occurs in two modes depending on
chamber pressure: (1) low enthalpy reaction (fuel saturation temp- "_
erature less than impingement point temperature), (2) high enthalpy
i reaction (fuel saturation temperature greater than the impingement
point temperature).
(5) The Weber number is a useful RSS corre-
lation parameter and Task IV testing should explore the surface
controlled reaction mechanism further.
D. Task IV - Verification of Govel-aingMechanisms
4
The work conducted during this task resulted in;
(1) the improvement of the photographic and temperature probe
technique which significantly improved the spray field clarity
{ and understanding of reaction mechanisms, (2) the completion of
130 hot fire tests and lO cold flow tests covering a wide range
of operating conditions using an unlike doublet element, two triplet
#
elements, and two platelet elements, (3) the development of RSS
_ correlations for injector design purposes.
R
_, I. Task IV Experimental Results ,
The Task IV test objectives, conditions, and
i_ results are summarized in Table VII. The significant results of each
' group of tests are described below.
The first series of tests were run tu improve
: both the temperature probe technique and the photographic definition
_i of the reactive spray field. It had been fout_din the Task Ill
7
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._ V Technical Discussion (cont.)
testing that gas density gradients produced by the cold GN2 Durge ,., j
gas were visible under the high speed photoqraphic conditions. The
,_
density gradients obscured the field of view at the higher pressures
such that detailed description of the operating mode could not
be made. It was reasoned that the density difference between the
" cold GN2 and the hot combustion gas could be reduced by using helium
i in place of nitrogen. Testing with helium purge verified that to "
" be true.
The photographs obtained using Helium purge
were significantly clearer than those obtained with the nitrogen
purge. However, the cold window permitted condensation of small
quantities of fuel. The cost of using helium for the entire test
program would have been prohibitive within the cost constraints
of the program. Therefore, with the concurrence of the NASA techni-
.. cal monitor, it was decided to test with no purge to evaluate the
: _, ability of the hardware to run uncooled. The tests were highly
successful in that no hardware damage was incurred and the pir-
tures obtained were of the highest quality "ever produced. There-
fore, all subsequent tests were run without purge. The improved
visibility allowed the mode of operation to be more finely classi-
fled. For example, it was possible to identify four distinct modes;
il mixing, mixing with penetration, mixing with incipient separation :
and separation as illustrated in Figure 7.
The thermocouple probe was reduced in size
!- from a 0.020 inch (.0508 cm) diameter to a O.OlO inch (.0254 cm)
; diameter probe as shown In Figure 24. to lessen its influence on
the impingement process. Cold flow tests were run with the smaller
probe to determine its influence on the sp,'_ycharacter. It was _
_ found that no visible disruption of the spray was discDrnible at -
I-
f' pressure drops above lO psi (6.89 x lO4 N/m2). The O.OlO inch
i_ (.0254 cm) diameter probe was supported by a 0.020 inch _.0508 cm)






The next three setsof testswere run to
determinethe influenceof chamberpressure,propellanttempera-
ture, injectionvelocity,and fuel typeon the impingementpoint "_:
temperaturerise (ATi)and RSS. It was initiallyconcludedthat these
influenceson ATi and RSS could be correlatedwith the Webernumber
parameterwhich is discussedin detail in SectionIV.E. However, o
closerexaminationof the data led to the conclusionthat factors
accountingfor the fuel reactivitymust be included.
It was found that the Weber numberat which
RSS occursdependson the propellanttemperatureas shown in
Figure25. The influenceof fuel temperatureon RSS was believed
to be due to the vapor pressuredependence.Increasingpropellant
temperatureincreasesthe vapor pressureand hence the propellant
partialpressuresand propellantconcentrations,makinga more
reactivevapormixture. A model of propellantreactivityin terms
of a vapor phasemixtureratio is describedin SectionIV.E. This
: vaporphasemixtureratio parameterwas used to correlateRSS for
MMH as previouslyshown in Figure5. The A-50 data were found to
alsu be correlatedwith the Webernumberand MRvp.
Visualexaminationof the movies._howedthe
characterof the fuel and oxidizerstreamto changewith velocity
as evidencedby the reflectivequalityof the streamsurfaces.
The fuel streamsurfacewas observedto be smoothand highlyreflec-
tive at fuel velocitiesbelowabout 67 ft/sec (20m/sec). The fuel
streamappearancetransitionsto a roughand non-reflectivesurface
at velocitiesgreaterthanthis. It was initiallythoughtthat this
was evidenceof the onset of selfatomizationdue to the Weber
numberinfluence.However,cold flow tests,reportedin SectionV.D.2
will show that the observedbehaviorcorrespondsto a transitionfrom
laminarto turbulentflow. As discussedin SectionV.D.2 the contoured
inletsuppressesthe transitionfrom laminarto turbulentflow such
that transitionoccursat a Reynoldsnumberdependenton the orifice
-44-






L/D. Transitionwas predictedto occur at a Reynoldsnumberof
12,500for the unlikedoubletfuel orificewhich is in excellent
-c'_;
agreementwith the experiment. The oxidizerstreamexhibiteda
similartransitionin streamsurfacequalityindicatinga similar
flow transition.
_, The impingementpoint temperaturerise, _Ti, ,..
was plottedversusthe fuel orificeReynoldsnumberas shown in
Figure26. These dataappearto indicatethat there is botha
Reynoldsnumberand propellanttemperatureinfluenceon RSS.
The next seriesof testswere run usingwater
and freon as propellantsimulantsto determinethe influenceof
reactionon the observedcyclicnatureof streamimpingement. It
was foundthat the observedjet sheddingand atomizationfrequencies
were the sameas observedin the hot fire tests. The fuel orifice
, _" transitionReynoldsnumberwas also verified.
The final seriesof tests were run to map the
RSS regimesfor the X-doubletand splashplate plateletelements
and two differentsizedEDM tripletelements.These elementspro-<
_ duced similartrendsof RSS with chamberpressureand the dimension-
_ lessreactivityparameter,R, The similarityof the trendsis re-
! flectedby the small differencesbetweenthe correlationcoefficients
i and exponentsshownon Table I. These data indicateparalleltrends
- of minimumchamberpressurefor RSS as a functionof R. (Constant
_; correlationexponent). Also the interceptsof the correlationequa-
: tionsare within+ 16% of each other for the three injectortypes.
_ The data containedin AppendixB show the correlationequationsfor






2. Cold Flow Results
The unlikedoubletelementswere cold flow
testedduringTask III to determinetheirhydraulicresistance.
The resultsare plottedin Figure27. The injectorresistances
determinedduringTask IV for the two tripletand two platelet
injectorsare shown in Figures28 and 29.
The unlikedoubletinjectorwas visually
observedto flow in an attachedmode over the entireflow range
as verifiedby the smoothddta plot. Itwas visuallyobserved
that the flow experienceda transitionfrom laminarto turbulent
as the pressuredropwas increased.The transitionoccursat a
pressuredrop of about 40 psi as shown in Figure30. The transi-
tion from laminarto turbulentflowwas not apparentfrom the _
cold flow plotsof Figure27, sincemost of the pressurelosses
were turbulententranceand exit lossesratherthan boundary
iayershear losses. The flowmodel describedin Reference23
predictsthatthe contouredinlet shouldsuppresstransition
from laminarto turbulentflow untila Reynoldsnumberbasedon
orificelengthof about 300,000is reached.This correspon_ to
a Reynoldsnumberbasedon diameterof about 12,500. The experi-
mentaldata is in excellentagreement.It was also observedthat
the onset of self-atomizationoccursat a Weber Numberof about
; 12 which is in agreementwith that reportedin Ref. 24 for drop-
let breakup.
t
The fuel orificesin both the smalland
large tripletelementswere also observedto flow attachedover
the flow range. However,the oxidizerorificeswere observedto
experiencehydraulicFlip. Thelargeroxidizerorifice(DO = 0.049
inch, .124cm) detached at a pressuredropof about 25 psi whereas
the smallerorifice(Do = 0.033, .084cm) detachedat about 45 psi
(3.1x lO5 N/m2). The transitionfromattachedto detachedflow i
is apparentin the strobelightedphotographsshown in Figure31.
-46-
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Hydraulic flip is a consequence of flowing to ambient backpressure
which permits cavitation in the vena contracta. The orifices were
observed to flow in the attached mode at the hot tcst conditions. _'_'
q The only consequence of flowing detached in cold flow is that the
discharge coefficients may be significantly less (.6 compared to
• .8) than for the attached hot fire test conditions. This could
lead to errors in predicted hot fire test injector admittance, ,-
if not recognized.
The important observation from an RSS stand-
point is that the triplets' sharp edged short L/D orifices all ex-
hibit turbulent flow. Another important observation is, that the
onset of self-atomization was found to occur at a Weber number of
3 as compared to 12 for the contoured long L/D unlike doublet ori-
fice. The significance of this observation is that it identifies
orifice geometry dependence on the onset of self-atomization and/or
critical Weber number. It was concluded that turbulent propellant
streams will produce greater interracial surface area on impact than
coherent laminar streams such that RSS i_ expected to be aggravated.
The conclusions drawn from Task IV are:
I I. The use of cold window purge gases
should be avoided in photographic test chambers.
_. ° 2. RSS is a gas phase/surface reaction related
phenomena which is influenced by injector hydraulics, chamber pres-
• sure, fuel type and temperature, and injection velocity.
3. The chamber pressure and injector hy-
draulics exert the strongest influence on RSS, with RSS increasing
with increasing chamber pressure, propellant temperature and pro-





4. The chamber3ressureabovewhich severe
RSS occursis predictedby a dimensiunlesspropellantreactivity
parameter,R, which accountsfor injectorhydraulics(througl.the






obse,-vedon any of the tests.
E. ExperimentalHardwareand Test Setup
I. Test Apparatus
The testapparatuscorsistsof a testchamber
equippedwith transparentviewingportsand removableinjectors
and nozzlesas shown in Figure32. The test chamberand an unlike
doubletinjectorwere designedand fabricatedduringthe Task Ill
effort. Two tripletand two plateletinjectorswer_ designedand




4-inchsquarex 6-inchlongblock of 304 CRES. The combustioncham-
ber sectionis 4 inches(lO.16cm) long, to which a 2 in. (5.08cm)
L* spaceris boltedto increasethe combustionzone lengthto 6
inches (15.2cm). The block was bored to providea 2.75 inch (6.99
cm) diametercombustionchamber. Fourcircularquartzwindowswere
providedto facilitatephotographyand to allow flexibilityin
photographiclightingof the combustionprocess. The windowsare
I/2 inch (I.27cm) thickto providea safetymargin for lO00 psia





V Technical Discussion (cont.)
I_ between durabula gaskets for cushioning against ignition shocks and
uneven loading. A silicon "0" ring provides sealing on the window
"_ per+phery. Quartz windows are used to provide good prnpellant
compatibility and well defined optical properties.
'0 The chamber was designed to provide an
i _ "
iner+ gas (GN2) film purge tu ,_event obscuring the view by pro-
pellant spray impingemen+ on the windows. The gas purge flow is
i
injected through four in_ets ipto an annular manifold. The gas is
directed from the manifold through an annular gap and made to flow
around the periphery of the chamber wall. The gas passages were
sized such that the GN2 is injecteo into the chamber at 50 ft/sec
(15.2 m/sec) at 300 psi_ (2.07 x lO6 N/m2) chamber pressure to
, minimize mixing with the propellant spray and combustion gas. Sub-
sequent testing showed that the cold GN2 purge gas causes poor
spray field visibility due to the density gradient created between
it and the hot combustion gas. A significant improvement in visi-
.i
: . bility was made by matchin_ the purge gas density to the combustion
gas density by using a cold helium purge. However, the best photo-
graphs were obtained with no purge at all.
Provision was m_de for mounting both high
and low frequency response pressure transducers and thermocoui'es.
The nozzles consist of removable copper inserts drilled to provide
he desired operating pressures.
b
b. Injectors
(1) Task Ill Injectors
The injector body was made in a
cylindrical "piston" shaoe as shown in Figure 33 to fit into the
chamber purge ring located at the forward end of th, chamber. The
_ injector is held in the purge ri,,qby allen head _crews. A silicon
b




The injectorconsistsof a main
_ bodywith brazed-oninlet tubes.Theinjectorswere made of 304 CRES
to permitbrazeassemblyand providedimensionallystableorifices.
Two injectorpatternswere incorporatedin one body as shownin
Figure33 to reducefabricationcosts. The unlikedoubletelement
designparametersare includedin Figure33. The orificeL/D's . ;
were made long (24/I)with roundedinletsto providecontrolled
hydraulics.
The injectororificeswere flow
testedprior to the Task Ill hot fire testingto measureKw's
and to verifyimpingementaccuracy. The fl_w data are discussed
in SectionV.D.2. Subsequentcold flow testswere run duringTask
IV to characterizethe roundedinletorificehydraulics. Results
of these testsare alsodiscussedin SectionV.D.2.
A highfrequencyresponseKistler
pressuretransducermountingportwas providedin the longimpinge-
ment doubletas shown in Figure33 to measureimpingementpoint
disturbances.This portw_s also usedto installa high response
t_ermocouplefor measuringthe impingementpoint temperaturerise.
(2) Task IV Injectors
The tripletelementand the self-
; atomizingplateletelementwere selectedfor test evaluationduring '
Task IV. Two differenttripletinjectorswere designedto evaluate
the influenceof orificediameteron RSS. The largertripletele-
,nentuses0.030 inch (.076cm) diameterfuel orificesand the
smalleroneuses0.020 (.05cm) inchdia. fuel orifices. The design
detailsare shown in the schematicof Figure34. Both elements







V Technical Discussion (cont.)
,, The orifices were designed with
" short L/D's and sharp edged inlets to simulate typical rocket injector
orifice hydraulics. The results of a cold flow evaluation of the
( triplet injectors are discussed in Section V.D.2.
" C.
OJ • The X-doublet and the splash plate
self atomizing platelet elements shown in Figure 35 were selected
for test evaluation. Both elements were photoetched into the same
platelet stack for minimum cost. The platelet stack was bolted to
an injector body provided with a single set of propellant inlets.
Manifolding of the desired element was acco;nplishedby rotation
of the platelet stack. "0" rings were used to seal the platelet
stack propellant passages to the injector body.
The X-doublet element consists
of a parallel self-atomized fuel and a parallel self-atomized oxidizer
j stream placed in close proximity to one another such that mixing
°.
occurs by parallel stream momentum exchange. Self-atomization is
accomplished by self-impingementwithin the platelet stack as shown
in Figure 35. The resultant atomized stream is ejected perpendi-
cularly from the platelet stack. The splash plate element consists
of one self-atomized fuel stream impinging on one self-atomized
oxidizer stream as shown in Figure 35. The self-atomization is
produced by impinging the propellant stream against a splash plate
as shown in Figure 35.
2. Hot Fire Test Facility Setup
The test apparatus was setup in the Research
Physics Laboratory Test Bay 2 shown in Figure 36.
: A schematic of the propellant system,used is
,. shown in Figure 37. Propellant (MMH/A-50/NTO) is stored in 50-
:. _,, qallon, 3000-psi run vessel.-,.Gaseous nitrogen pressurization of
these systems was used to provide controlled run conditions over a
( wide range of injector and (:hamberpressures.
_ -51-
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thrustchambervalves, k hot water circulationtype temperature '_
conditioningsystemwas used to provideindependentconditioning
of the ox and fuel to temperaturesfromambientto 300°F.
A separatelyregulatedGN2 supplywas used .,
: to providetestchamberback pressureas well as providewindow
purge for the chamberviewportsduringthe Task I testing. The
windowpurgewas eliminatedearly in the Task IV testingto im-
prove photographicqualityas discussedin SectionV.D.I.
i
3. Cold FlowTest Setup
The cold flow testswere also conductedin
the ResearchPhysicsLaboraLory. Filtered,de-ionizedwater was ':;
usedas the test fluidon most tests. Pressuremeasure:_ents I
were made using Heisegages and flow ratewas calculatedusing a
time/volumetechnique,with run timesof from 60 to 200 seconds.
On some tests strobelight photographswere obtainedin order
to betterevaluatepropellantstreamproperties. Selectedtests
alsowere made with dyed water and freon as the test fluidsin
C
' order to evaluatestreamimpingementcharacteristics
, 4. Hot Fire IHstrumentation
,i
; o
High speedcolor photographsof the spray
fieldwere takenwith the photographicequipmentshown in Figure
36. Pictureswere takenovera wide range of exposures,from 8000
picturesper second(1.25u sec exposure)down to 400 PPS (25p sec
exposure)with a HycamModel 41-0004highspeed camera. Four
hundredfoot rollsof EcktachromeEF No. 7242 filmwere used which
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,_: PPS and approximately30 sec. constantspeedat 400 PPS
Lightingof the spray fieldwas accomplished
with the use of three fOOD-wattquartziodinelamps focusedwith(
Fresnellenses One lampwas used to backlightthe sprayarea
_ with the secondand thirdlampsused as top and front lighting
a
to providespray detailand definition.
Iw,
The lightingwas improvedduringthe Task IV
testingby replacingthe front and top lightswith smaller750
watt lampsand aJ_ ng anotherlamp to lightthe bottomport
The smallerlampswere placedwithinone inch of the top and
bottomwindowsto maximizethe illumination.The net effectwas
to improvethe balancebetweenthe front lightingand the back
lighting.
The high frequencyand low frequencyinstru-
- I" mentationlistedin TablesVII_and IX were used in the locations
shown in the schematicof Figure38
Low frequencyresponsetest parameterswere
recordedon a ConsolidatedElectrodynamicCorporation'sdirect
writingoscillograph.The high frequencyresponsedatawere re-
cordedon a SangamoModel 3564analogtape recorder.
The operatingpointdata indicatedin Table IX
:eredigitizedand storedin the on-lineHP 2100A Computer/Real
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TABLE II
i RSS STUDY PARAMETERSUMMARY
'4:






ElementSize .020to .236in Dia. (,051- ,599cm)
ElementMixingEfficiency O.l to l.O
ElementSpacing Not Specified
• InjectionVelocity 5 to 145 ft/sec (I,5- 44,2m/sec)
ChamberPressure Atmosphericto 500 psia (3,44x lO6 N/m2)
Fuel Temperature 40 to 250°F r278- 394°K)
i OxidizerTemperature -lO to 140°F (250- 333°K)
Ii' MixtureRatio O.5 to 3.0
}.







_ COMPARISONOF HEAT RELEASERATES AND VAPOR PRESSURE .
PV
Fuel at IO0°F,(31!°K) Heat ReleaseRate
__ psia (N/mZj Kcal/sec-moleof NTO
• N2H4 0.65 (4.47x lO3) 4 x lO4
• UDMH 5.9 (40.7x lO3) 14 x lO4
MMH 1.9 (13.1x lO3) 20 x lO4
TABLE IV
PREDICTEDAND MEASUREDRSS PRESSURELIMITS
: _ ' Fuel PV Predicted Measured*
at lO0°F (311°K) Limit _ Limit_ Orifice
ps!a (N/mz) psia (N/mZ) sp_}_ia_(N/mZ) T_pe
N2H4 .65 (4.47x lO3) 300 (2.07x lO6) 300 (2.02x lO6) UnlikeDoublet
L/D : lO0
I_H 1.9 (40.7x lO3) 400 (2.76x lO6) 150 (I.03x lO6) UnlikeDoublet
L/D : 24**
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i._ • COMPARISON OF HEAT RELEASE RATES AND RSS LIMIT
" Heat Release Rate Measured RSS 2
_- _,lel Kcal/sec-mole of NTO Limit psia, N/m
N2H4 4 x lO4 300 (2.07 x lO6)
A-50 - 200 (1.38 x 106 )
UDMH 14 x 104 -
t









Parameter Sm_ Make ' Model Ra__nq.e Accuracy
OxidizerManifold POJHF Kistler 601 0-3000psi (P-P) + 0.5%
• Pressure
FuelManifold PFJHF Kistler 601 0-3000p_i (P-P) _ 0.5_ -'-
Pressure
ChamberPressure PCHF Kistler 601 0-3000psi (P-P) + 0.5_
Injector ACC - - 0-500 g's _.0.5%






TEST PARAMETER SYNBOL RANGE UtiITS "0" GRAPHTAPE DIGITAL
Oxid. Tank Pressure POT 0-1500 PSIA X _"
Fuel Tank Pressure PFT 0-1500 PSIA X
Oxid. Injector Pressure P0J 0-1500 PSIA X X
Fuel Injector Pressure PFJ O-1500 PSIA X X
ChamberPressure PC 0-1000 PSIA X X
WindowPurge Pressure PNZ 0-2000 PSIA X X :
Oxtd. Flowrate MO 0-0.1 LB/SEC X X
Fuel Flowrate WF 0-0.1 LB/SEC X X
Oxid. Flo_eter Temp. TOFM 0.500 OF X X
Fuel Floteneter Temp. TFFM 0-500 OF X X
Oxid. Injector Temp. T_ 0-509 OF X
Fuel Injector i lp. TFj 0-500 OF X
Oxid. Valve Voltage VOV X
Fuel Valve Voltage V_ X
Wind Purge Valve Voltage VWPV X
CameraVoltage VCAM X X
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• PENETRATED- Injectionprocess x_
resultsin the penetrationof the fuel \x_ Low ReactivityPropellants ,o
and oxidizerwith prope_lantsunmixed __
( on the oppositesideof the element. _,>_'::-_-=_ SmallOrificeSize
( Same effecton combustioneffici_,icyas__
separatedflow regime. _k_ Low InjectionVelocity
• MIXED - Injectionprocess \_ LowerPropellantTemperatures
resultsin uniformmixtureof fuel \_




-_ processresultsin some propellant
penetration,but with a mixed region
also.
e SEPARATED- Injectionprocess\_ High FuelTemperature
resultsin the separationof fuel and \_4_
oxidizerbeforemixingwith the pro- )_,_ High OxidizerTemperature
pellantsremainingin theirrespective_.jT_;\::_ (oxidizervaporization)
side of the element Resultsin a lowxCj_
combustionefficiencywhich will im- _ HighlyReactivePropellants
prove to some degreewith increasing
chamberlength. LargerOrificeSize
• e POPPING- Cyclicblowapartof _ _ LowerPropellantTemperatures
a singleelementor the spraydetonation)_
of a large(Iroupof elements Random _,_ LowerChamberPressure
occurrencewhich could lowerthe over- _/_
all timeaveragedcombustionefficiency/>y/_' LargerOrificeSize
and effectcombustionstability "
Higher Contact Time (D/V)
ReactivePropellants I;
Equal StreamDynamicPressures
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Figure 20. Effect of Temperature on Reactive Stream Separatl;)r,
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Figure 23. Effect of Weber No. on Impingement Pt. Temperat,re Rise
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Figure25. Effect of Fuel Orifice Weber Numberon Impingement
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a Coefficient in power form separation pressure correlation
b Exponent in power fo_, separation pressure correlat_on
C Reactant concentration
Cp Heat capacity
4 d Orifice diameter
• D Orifice specing parameter
DELTI Impingement point temperature rise
EM Rupe mixing parameter
g Gravitational constant




m Concentration exponent, propellant 1I
MR Mixture ratio oxidizer/fuel
MW Molecular weight




PPF Fuel partial pressure
PPO Oxidizer partial pressure
Q Liquid phase heat release















tr D/V, propellantstreamcontacttime ,!





























RES Stream r_sidence (contact)(
RSS Separated conditionsi
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Pc/D vs. Tf _.
Pc/D vs. (D/V)f ,_
Pc/D 2 vs • ,f
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L
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"Pc vs _ Pvo Pvf• Wef
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APPENDIX D
TASK I - COMPUTERLISTINGS AND TASK I DATA SU_ARIES
: List of Appendix D Symbols
Reactive Stream SepBration and
Popping Chronology iTable D-I)
Hypergolic Stream Impln_ement Data
Compilation (Table D-IIj
List of Appendix D Data Sources
Propellant Stream Heating Model
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APPENDIX D LIST OF SYMBOLS
-
DF Fuel orifice diameter, in
D Oxidizer orifice diameter, in.
o
DV Stream contact time, sec.
EM Rupe Mixing efficiency
IS In (D/V sin I/2 Imp. Angle) + 46.8 - 21800 I/T
Imp. Angle Stream impingement included anqle, °
L/D O?ifice length/diameter ratio
M_/MO Fuel to oxidizer momentum ratio
MR Mixture ratio, oxidizer/fuel
P Chamber pressure, psiaC
R Element spacing correlation coefficient,
R : 49.2 _F/[pc]I/3 i
SPR Fuel to oxidizer momentum flux ratio (:_V_)F/(_V2)ox I_|
1TF Fuel temperature, °F
i
TO Oxidizer temperature, °F I1
VF Fuel injectio_ vel_city, ft/sec
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Df,D° Fuel and oxidizer orifice diameter, in.
DELII Impingement po;nt temperature rise, °F
L_
_'. Imp. Angle Propellant Stream Impingement angle, °
L/D Orifice length to diameter ratio
MF/MO Fuel to oxidizer momentum ratio
MR Oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio
_RVP Vapor phase mixture ratio
Pc Chamber pressure, psia
PFJ,POJ Fuel and oxidizer manifold pressure, psia
I PFT,POT Fuel and oxidizer tank pressure, psia
PPF, PPO Fuel and oxidizer partial pressures, psia
APFJ, APOJ Fuel and oxidizer injector pressure drop, psid
PN2 N_trogen Gas Pressure, psia
NOZ Chamber throat diameter, in.
REACT Reactivity, Ref x XP
REF,REO Fuel and oxidizer orifice Reynolds number based
on dia.
RELF,RELO Fuel and oxidizer orifice Reyrolds no, based on
length
RESID Propellant stream cm,tact time, sec.
TF (TFJ) Fuel temperature,°F
TO (TOJ) Oxidizer te,,_perature,°F
VANG Average of fuel a,_doxidizer injection velocity,
ft/sec
c
VF, VO Fuel and oxidizer i',.iectionvelocity, ft/se
E-l
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.i Listof Symbols(cont.) !
'. WEF, WEO Fuel and oxidizerWeber no.
_ WF, W0 Fuel and oxidizerweightflow rate, Ibm/sec
XF, XO Fuel and oxidizer mole traction
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TABLE E-II- TEST RESULTSUI_ARY
0 TestNo. Pc POJ PFJ APoJ APFJ Wo Wf TOj TFj MR
O, _ s__ _ (psi) _ (Ib/sec}(_b/sec) °F °F
OC-zT-lOl 308 4G6 401 98 93 .0252 '.0152 88 87 1.66
-I02 308 400 406 92 98 .0245 .0156 88 87 1.57
-103 309 404 404 95 95 .0249 .0153 88 87 1.62
-I04 _ll 404 404 93 93 .0246 .0152 88 87 1.62
-I05 507 605 595 98 88 .0252 .Ol_ 89 8_ 1 70
-I06 lO00 llOl ll08 lOl 108 .0256 .0163 89 _8 l.g7
41
-I07 308 404 395 96 87 .0250 .0]47 86 85 1.7 !
--_ -lOB 263 353 350 90 87 .0242 .0147 84 84 1.65
-I09 197 305 302 108 105 .0265 .0161 84 84 l.64
-llO 158 251 253 93 95 .0246 .0153 83 83 ].60
-Ill lO0 202 204 I02 I04 .0258 .0]60 84 83 1.60
-ll2 89 121 122 32 33 .0144 .O0_b5 76 76 1.59
-ll3 lOl 20] 197 lO0 97 .0255 .0156 88 87 1.63
-If4 162 250 245 88 3 .0239 .0144 82 82 1.66
-ll5 203 303 298 lO0 95 .0255 ,0154 81 78 1.65
-I16 269 353 347 84 78 .0234 .U]40 80 77 1.67
-117 301 347 345 46 44 .0173 .0105 78 76 1.64
-118 310 401 401 91 91 .0243 .015_ 81 81 1.60 _:
I
-119 510 599 596 89 86 .0_40 .0147 82 82 1.64
!





Test No. Pc POJ PFj APoj APFj Wo Wf TOj TFj MR
(psia) _ (psia)___ (psi)(Ib/sec (Ib/sec) °F °F
0C-27-121 160 255 254 95 94 .0249 .0153 81 80 1.62
4:
-122 338 402 399 64 61 .0204 .0123 81 80 1.65
-123 334 403 400 69 66 .0212 .0128 77 77 1.65
-124 955 I016 1021 66 61 .0195 .0120 82 82 1.61
0 -]25 495 601 595 I06 lO0 .0248 .0154 83 81 1.60
-126 298 404 400 106 I02 .0248 .0156 83 82 1.59
-127 283 322 321 39 38 .0_99; .00952 84 81 1.58
e
-128 256 353 350 97 94 .0237 .0149 85 83 1.58
-129 191 304 299 ll3 I08 .0256 .0160 85 83 1.60
Tl30 152 252 25"I lO0 99 .0240 .0153 85 82 1.56
-131 95 201 199 I06 I04 .0248 .0157 85 83 1.57
-132 If4 226 223 I12 I09 .0255 .Ol61 86 83 1.58
-133 411 602 595 191 184 .0352 .0212 83 83 1.66
-134 97 202 197 I05 I00 .0261 .0150 77 197 1.74
-135 I19 226 223 I07 I04 .0264 .0153 78 199 1.72
-136 150 254 249 I04 99 .026_ .0150 77 199 1.74
-137 188 304 298 ll6 llO .0275 .0158 76 199 i 74
, -138 243 349 353 I06 llO .0262 .0164 79 195 1.60
: -139 I03 ll9 123 16 20 .0102 .0070 61 59 1.455
-140 81 199 201 ll8 120 .0277 .Ol71 64 62 1.61
-141 81 197 201 116 120 .0275 .0171 66 64 1.60
-142 ll9 222 227 I03 I08 .0259 .0163 68 67 1.59
-143 129 142 146 13 17 .00920 .00646 67 67 1.42
-144 154 170 172 16 18 .0102 .00664 67 67 1.53





P APFj Wo WfTest No. c POJ PF_ APoJ TO-J TFJ MR
(psi__ (psia) _ _ _ (Iblsec)(Iblsec) °F °F
0C-27-146 190 298 298 108 I08 .0256 ,,0162 68 67 1.57
-147 258 347 348 89 90 .0240 .O148 68 67 I.61
, -148 I02 ll9 122 17 20 .0105 .00700 68 68 1.49
-149 99 198 202 99 103 .0254 .O159 69 69 I.60
-150 297 397 398 I00 I01 •0255 .0157 70 69 1.52
-151 484 596 594 I12 llO •0270 .0164 70 69 1.64
o
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Table E-If (cont.)
No. Pc POJ PFJ _PoJ _PFJ Wo Wf TOj TFj MR
(psia) (psia) _psia) s_ (psi) (Ib/sec) _Ib/sec) (°F) (°F)
0C-27-153 98.3 I08.9 I13.0 I0.6 14.7 0.00831 0.00604 55 56 1.38
154 99.5 llO.4 I09.7 I0.9 I0.2 0.00843 0.00503 54 55 1.68
155 i02.0 llg.l I17.4 17.0 15.4 0.01056 0.00617 54 54 1.72
156 106.8 137.4 141.3 30.6 34.5 0.01416 0.00926 53 54 1.53 -
157 I01.7 137.7 138.1 36oi 36.5 0.01537 0.00951 53 54 1.62 "
158 I00.6 lll.l 108.0 I0.5 7.4 0.00826 0.00427 58 58 1.94
159 98.7 110.2 I09.3 ll.6 10.7 0.00868 0.00515 57 58 1.69
160 I00.8 120.0 119.4 19.2 18.5 O.Oll21 0.00678 57 58 1.66
161 lOI.8 II9.7 121.4 18.0 19.6 0.01083 0.00698 58 58 1.55
162 I02.4 123.8 I19.2 21.5 16.9 0.01184 0.00647 57 58 1.83
163 98.3 141.1 140.1 42.9 41.9 0.01674 0.01020 58 58 1.65
164 lO0.1 131.6 130.2 31.5 30.1 0.01434 0.00864 56 57 1.66
165 95.0 160.6 161.O 65.7 66.0 0.02072 0.01280 56 57 1.62
166 94.9 201.3 199.4 I06.4 I04.5 0.02637 0.01610 56 57 1.64
167 99.2 132.1 131.1 33.0 31.9 0.01_2 0.00890 55 55 1.65
168 98.6 132.0 130.9 33.4 32.4 0.01478 0.00897 55 55 1.65
169 95.2 130.4 128.1 35.2 33.0 0.01523 0.00907 44 44 1.68
170 88.7 249.4 246.2 157.6 160.7 0.03254 0.01983 44 44 1.64
171 94.8 251.4 246.5 156.6 151.7 0.03212 0.01945 44 44 1.65
172 196.5 221.9 215.8 25.4 19.3 0.01295 0.00695 44 44 1.87
173 197.7 222.5 220.7 24.8 23.0 0.01278 0.00758 44 44 l.69
174 201.2 235.9 296.4 35.2 35.2 0.01534 0.00937 43 44 1.64
175 192.2 256.2 254.1 64.1 61.9 0.02055 0.01243 43 44 1.66
176 96.7 131.2 130.0 34.5 33.3 0.01505 0.00911 50 50 1.66
177 97.2 131.9 129.6 34.6 32.3 O.O1508 O.00897 48 49 1 68
178 95.7 128.0 126.7 32.2 31.0 0.01456 0.00878 47 48 1 66
179 97.2 131.1 129.5 33.9 32.3 0.01485 0.00833 64 68 1 67
1,RO 201.9 232.2 229.7 30.4 27.8 0.01403 0.00828 66 71 1 70
181 295.4 327.0 327.8 31.6 32.4 0.01431 0.00892 67 73 1 60 !
182 181.8 327.6 327.0 145.8 145.2 0.03066 0.01885 75 78 1 62
183 197.9 327.5 327.8 129.5 129.8 0.02889 0.01784 76 77 1 62 -.
E-17
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"TabJeE-II {cont.)
No. Pc POJ PFJ APoJ APFJ Wo Wf TOj TFj MR "
(psi) (3b/secL (°F)
0C-27-184 259.0 323.3 327.1 64.3 68.0 0.02041 0.01296 71 70 1.57
185 269.3 327.8 326.4 58.5 57.1 0.01948 0.01187 70 70 1.64 _;_
186 261.9 2_3.3 298.1 31.4 36.2 0.01428 0.00944 69 70 1.51 '
187 292.9 317.1 315.3 24.2 22,4 0.01254 0.00744 68 69 1.69
188 300.0 335.9 337.6 35.9 37.6 O,O1526 O.00963 70 70 I.58
189 294.9 394.0 400.2 99.I 105.3 0.02531 O.Ol611 73 72 1.57
190 99.2 131.1 130.8 31,9 31,6 0.0]442 0.00880 64 82 1.64 ,
Igl 97.9 )31.4 131.4 33.5 33.5 O.Ol4&O 0.00903 62 93 1.64
192 98.4 131,5 130.4 33.1 32.0 0.01465 0.00867 71 149 1.69
193 98.0 131,5 130.2 32.6 31.3 0.01448 0,00851 78 177 _.7n
194 99.2 133,7 131.8 34.5 32.7 0.01487 0.00862 80 200 1.73
195 201.5 232.1 229.0 30.5 27.4 0.01398 0.0079] 82 196 1.77
196 202.4 231.5 229.4 29.I 27.0 0.01339 G.O07gO 124 178 1.69
197 202.4 231.3 228.3 28.9 26.0 0.01345 0.00796 I12 89 1.69
198 £2.4 109.4 108.4 17.0 16.0 0.0105 0.00637 53 60 1.64
199 94.3 I19.7 120.2 25.4 25.9 0.0128 0.00811 74 85 1.58
200 88.5 120. I1918 31.5 31.3 O.O143 O.00891 65 75 1.60
201 96,8 131.4 131.5 34.6 34.7 O.0149 0.00938 68 73 1.59
202 81.0 159.7 159.5 78.7 78.2 0.0226 0.0140 _69 74 l.,61
203 101.8 202.6 198.8 I00.8 97.0 0.0255 0.0156 72 72 1.63
04 94.8 247.8 242.8 153. 148.0 O.0315 O.O193. I_0 70 I.63
205 201.2 222.5 215.9 21.3 1477 0.0117 O.O0611 66 68 l.Ol
206 198.5 231.2 228,1 32.7 29.6 0.0145 0.00867 77 69 1.67
207 193.0 353.0 348. 160 155 0.0320 0.0198 80 81 I.61
208 295.0 320.2 319.7 25.2 24.7 0.0127 0.00792 70 74 1.60
209 291 314.8 315.6 23.8 24.6 0.0124 0.00790 63 63 1.57
210 293 315.3 314.5 22.3 21.5 0.0120 0.00739 61 64 1.62
211 290 313.6 317.1 23.0 27.1 0.0122 0.00829 63 68 1.47
212 290 325.6 324.4 35.6 34.4 0.0151 O.00934 78 84 1.61 •
213 289 357.1 356.0 68.1 67.0 O.0209 O.O130 76 79 1.60 i
214 293 395 395 I02 102 0.0256 0.0160 75 77 1.60
215 292 447 450 155 158 0.0319 0.020 71 75 1.59 :
216 489 554.9 ,%3.7 65.9 64.7 0.0205 0.0128 68 70 1.60
217 491 598.7 597.8 107;7 106.8 0.0263 0.0164 68 68 1.60
E-18





No. Pc P0J PFJ APoj APFJ Wo Wf T0j TFj MR
_ _i_ja_ (s_p_sja]__DSi) _ (Ib/sec) (Ib/sec) _L___]__-_-_
0C-27-218 135 176.7 175.7 41.7 40.7 .0125 .00745 65 70 1.67
219 124 177.5 174._ 53.5 50.8 .0142 .00832 72 73 1.70
220 98 132.1 133.0 34.1 35.0 .0113 .uuu9 69 71 1.63
221 81 I03.3 I03.5 22.7 22.9 .0093 •00559 62 68 1.66
222 148 233.1 220.8 75.1 72.8 .0168 .00995 76 75 1.69
223 194 326.0 32.10 132.0 127.0 .0222 .0130 79 97 1.71
224 122 175.7 171.1 53.7 49.1 .01422 .00802 77 141 1.77
225 123 17S.l 172.1 55.4 49.4 .0144 .00798 80 164 1.80
226 122 176.6 171.4 54.3 49.1 .0142 .0078 93 229 1.82
227 122 176.8 171.I 55.3 49.6 .0141 .0078 ll6 242 1.81
228 144 219.6 212.1 75.0 68.4 .0165 .00914 127 249 1.80
229 If9 177.0 175.4 57.8 56.2 .0145 •00829 I09 245 1.75
230 122 177.1 175.5 55.5 53.9 .0141 .00806 120 268 1.75
231 146 224.a 220.9 78.2 74.7 .0166 .00945 136 280 1.76
232 145 224.9 222.8 80.3 78.2 .0166 .00963 162 291 1.72
233 124 180.5 181.5 56.3 57.3 .0140 .00826 153 285 1.69
234 123 190.9 186.9 67.9 63.9 .0138 .0082 73 76 1.68
236 !02 142.7 139.5 41.1 37.9 .0107 .00632 71 72 1.69
237 81 I09 _ 108.4 28.5 27.0 .00896 •00533 74 76 1.68
238 144 244.3 240.2 I00.7 96.6 .0168 .0100 78 82 1.68
239 186 367.6 362.4 181.6 176.4 .0225 .0136 79 79 1.65
240 164 245.0 243.9 80.7 79.6 .0150 .00.q17 74 74 1.64
241 160 246.5 243.3 86.6 83.4 .0156 •00938 77 79 1.66
242 166 246.2 242.2 80.0 76.0 .0150 .00897 78 71 1.67
243 192 368.8 365.5 176.7 173.4 .0222 .0135 78 75 1.64
244 123 19J.l 189.9 70.5 67.3 .0140 .00818 79 170 1.72
245 ll7 192.0 191.2 74.6 73.8 .0144 •00838 85 239 1.72
246 !19 192.6 192.0 73.9 73.3 .01399 .00821 136 288 1.70
247 139 245.9 247.3 I07.2 I08.6 0169 .0100 132 283 1.69
:!48 137 248.0 246.0 111.I I09.I 01699 .0100 15_ 288 1.69 i
249 147 247 5 246.0 100.1 98.6 0161 •00953 154 287 1.69 I
.
250 12_ 174.5 171.1 46.0 42.6 0578 .0268 73 75 2.15
251 125 174.1 168.2 49.2 43.3 .0598 .0252 70 75 2.37
2._2 99 128•4 125•5 29.6 26.7 0464 .019S 68 78 2.33
E-I9
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Table E-If (cont.1
No. Pc PoJ PFJ APoJ ^PFJ Wo Wf TOj TFj MR
_ _ (psia) _DSi) _ (Ib/sec]__ec) (°F) (°F)
0C-27-253 80 100.3 97.9 19.9 17.5 .0381 .0158 72 78 2.41
254 146 212.8 207.7 66.9 61.8 .0698 .0327 72 76 2.13
255 194 310.6 303.3 I16.6 I09.3 .0921 .0403 71 69 2.28
256 ll9 172.9 169.6 53.6 50.3 .0523 .0279 77 178 2.23
257 ll6 173.2 168.9 57.1 52.8 0644 .0283 76 244 2.27
258 ll3 173.4 168.7 60.2 55.5 .0641 .0336 140 312 1.90
259 131 213.7 210.0 82.6 78.9 .0752 .0327 120 300 2.31
260 137 213.9 208.5 7,T.4 72.0 .0720 .0312 153 301 2.30
275 126 174.1 170.9 48.2 44.9 .0282 .0160 59 71 1.76
276 129 169.9 171.5 41.4 42.6 .0259 .0156 78 77 1.66
277 I01 125.3 125.9 24.5 25.0 .0200 .Oil9 71 80 1.67
278 81 98.1 95.3- 17.5 14.7 .0169 .00917 71 77 1.84
279 157 211.9 216.3 54.9 59.3 .0300 .0184 71 75 1.63
280 210 303.2 314.5 97.8 I04 .0400 .0244 72 73 1.64
281 129 172.3 177.2 43.5 48.4 .0266 .0162 80 150 1.64
282 129 172.6 178.3 44.0 49.6 .0267 .0160 85 226 1.66
283 132 173.1 178.1 41.7 46.7 .0259 .0154 85 250 1.6B
284 130 173.1 78.1 43.4 48.4 .0259 .0155 130 287 1.66
285 156 217.3 224.3 61.5 68.4 .0308 .0184 131 296 1.67
286 150 217.2 224.7 66.7 74.3 .0318 .0192 145 297 1.66
287 124 154.3 154 30.l 29.9 .0139 .00857 72 82 1 63
288 98 I17.3 I17.3 19.0 19.0 .0111 .00684 73 72 l 62
289 78 91.2 92.6 13.0 14.3 .00916 .00594 75 76 l 54
290 78 91.2 91.I 13.6 13.5 _00937 .00576 74 75 l 62
291 147 190.3 188.3 43.0 41.0 .0166 .0100 75 75 l 66
292 198 274.8 272.1 76.8 74.1 .0222 .0135 .76 76 l 65
293 123 154.9 154.7 31.7 31.5 .0143 .0085 75 185 l 68
294 123 154.9 153.6 32.2 30.9 .0143 .00827 80 249 1.74
295 121 154.9 155.7 33.7 34.5 .0144 •00875 I16 240 1.65
296 145 194.0 192.6 49.1 47.7 .0173 .OlOll 131 290 1.71
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